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We thank G.P. Mikitik and Yu.V. Sharlai for contributing this note (1) and the cordial exchange

about it. First and foremost, we note that the aim of our paper (2) is to report a methodology to

diagnose topological (semi)metals using magnetic quantum oscillations. Thus far, such diagno-

sis has been based on the phase offset of quantum oscillations, which is extracted from a “Lan-

dau fan plot”. A thorough analysis of the Onsager–Lifshitz–Roth quantization rules has shown

that the famous π-phase shift can equally well arise from orbital- or spin magnetic moments

in topologically trivial systems with strong spin-orbit coupling or small effective masses (3).

Therefore, the “Landau fan plot” does not by itself constitute a proof of a topologically nontriv-

ial Fermi surface. In the paper at hand (2), we report an improved analysis method that exploits

the strong energy-dependence of the effective mass in linearly dispersing bands. This leads to a

characteristic temperature dependence of the oscillation frequency which is a strong indicator of

nontrivial topology, even for multi-band metals with complex Fermi surfaces. Three materials,

Cd3As2, Bi2O2Se and LaRhIn5 served as test cases for this method. Linear band dispersions

were detected for Cd3As2, as well as the F ≈ 7 T pocket in LaRhIn5.

We reiterate that the temperature dependence of the oscillation frequency only encodes the band

dispersion at the Fermi level, but is not indicative of the band structure away from the Fermi

level. A linear band dispersion can arise from either a 3D Dirac point or a nodal-line degeneracy;

both scenarios lead to the same T 2-coefficient of the oscillation frequency, if such a coefficient

is properly normalized. Mikitik and Sharlai have previously proposed the nodal-line scenario

for the small pocket of LaRhIn5, which they show to be compatible with our temperature-

dependent frequency. In our paper, we raised the possibility of the Dirac-point scenario because

our ab-initio calculations suggested that the spin-orbit coupling is not as weak as was assumed

in (4). However, we did not commit to either the Dirac-point or the nodal-line scenario be-
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cause our ab-initio calculations did not exactly match the experimental findings. Independent

of which scenario holds, we reiterate that our proposed methodology of identifying linear band

dispersions is not in question, and this linearity has been robustly identified in LaRhIn5; the

only controversy lies in the nature of the band crossing away from the Fermi level.

Such a controversy deserves some attention. Significant activities in the field of heavy fermions

are devoted to our understanding of Ce(Co,Rh,Ir)In5, a fantastically rich sandbox to test ideas

about quantum criticality, unconventional superconductivity and exotic correlated electron states

(5). It is commonly accepted that LaRhIn5, lacking the critical 4f1 electron of Ce, is a trivial

metal which is only studied to subtract trivial phonon contributions from data on their Ce-

bearing siblings. Mikitik and Sharlai spotlight (1) an essential problem: even without the

complexity of 4f physics, forming an accurate description of the electronic structure of such

complex multi-band metals remains a challenge for ab-initio calculations. Yet if we do not un-

derstand the uncorrelated baseline well, little hope remains for formulating a good quantitative

understanding of the electronic structure of CeRhIn5.

In an early and seminal work, Mikitik and Sharlai (4) identified a Berry-phase contribution

to the phase offset of de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations observed by Goodrich et al (6).

As replotted in the Fig. 2 of (1), the Goodrich data plausibly match Mikitik and Sharlai’s model

prediction (blue curve), which is based on a nodal line enclosed by ‘neck-like’ Fermi surface

with a minimal cross-sectional area. For comparison, Mikitik-Sharlai also plotted (in red) the

model prediction based on a 3D Dirac point enclosed by an isotropic Fermi surface. Most strik-

ingly, the blue curve fits well to the ultra-quantum limit of Goodrich’s data, while the red curve

does not.

While Goodrich’s measurement of dHvA oscillations was with a fixed field orientation, we
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have measured the angle-dependent Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations of the same Fermi

pocket, by tilting the field in the a-c crystallographic plane. We found that the oscillation fre-

quency remained between 6 to 9 T for the field orientations that we measured; moreover, the

effective mass varies only by 20% over the 90◦ range between the a and c axes. Indeed, no

evidence was found for the highly anisotropic Fermi pocket that typically encircles a nodal line.

The weak angle-dependence of the SdH oscillation frequency supports the model of a 3D Dirac

point enclosed by an isotropic Fermi surface.

Unfortunately, our SdH data does not fit all the predictions based on an isotropic Fermi sur-

face. In particular, the left-right asymmetry of the SdH oscillation peaks is visible by eye and

should reflect the left-right asymmetry of the density-of-states for magnetic energy levels. This

is formalized by a phase offset of +π/4 (or −π/4) for a minimal (or maximal) cross-sectional

area, as is well-known from the Lifshitz–Kosevich formula. Our SdH data can only be fitted

with a +π/4 offset, which is consistent with a minimal-cross-section Fermi surface that en-

closes either a nodal line or a 3D Dirac point. Such a minimal cross section invariably results

in an anisotropic Fermi surface, which is at odds with the weak angle-dependence of the SdH

frequency.

To recapitulate, three plausible models have been presented by us and Mikitik-Sharlai: (i) a

nodal line with a minimal cross-section, (ii) a Dirac point with a maximal cross-section, and (iii)

a Dirac point with a minimal cross-section. None of the three models are obviously compatible

with both the Goodrich dHvA and our SdH data. A further discomforting piece of this puzzle

is the failure of DFT-based methods, which do not predict any nodal lines or Dirac points in the

vicinity of the Fermi level.
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Let us speculate on possible resolutions of this puzzle. It is possible a finer angular resolu-

tion for the SdH frequency would identify singularities that were missed in the current data; it

would also be useful to vary the field orientation over a different crystallographic plane. Fur-

thermore, close inspection uncovers some concerns about the original data by Goodrich et al. In

the low-field region, their data shows a pronounced diamagnetic signal which is highly unusual

for a non-magnetic intermetallic which is commonly dominated by Pauli paramagnetism. One

may hypothesize about a potential artefact arising from the pulsed-field gradient magnetome-

try used in this study. Given the high conductivity of LaRhIn5, dynamic diamagnetism from

eddy currents may contribute or even dominate the signal, which then may not be interpreted as

magnetization. A dominant SdH character would also explain the identical left-right asymme-

try compared to our SdH measurements. This calls for a revisit of the magnetic properties and

dHvA oscillations in LaRhIn5, ideally in a static magnetic field.

We hope this exchange inspires further work to clarify the electronic structure of LaRhIn5.

There is a clear need to refine the electronic modeling and for new experiments to approach this

problem. Something unusual seems to be hidden in what most consider the trivial complexity

of LaRhIn5.
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Figure 1: Angular dependence of quantum oscillation frequency and cyclotron mass in
LaRhIn5. (a) Illustration of Crystal structure and field orientation, the field angle is defined
as the angle between the crystalline c–direction and magnetic field. (b) Shubnikov–de Haas
oscillation frequency spectrum as a function of field angle, as well as the cyclotron mass. Both
parameters are found to be highly angle insensitive, suggesting a nearly isotropic and closed
Fermi pocket. All error bars are determined by the standard error generated by the non-linear
regression Lifshitz–Kosevich fitting procedure as described in (2).
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